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Purpose Trust Cy Pres
Thomas E. Simmons*
The recognition of noncharitable purpose trusts was one of the
many important contributions of the Uniform Trust Code. Section 408
recognized trusts for animals (“pet trusts”)1 while section 409 allowed a
trust to be “created for a noncharitable purpose without a definite or
definitely ascertainable beneficiary . . . .”2 The UTC also recognized
trusts where the trustee would select a noncharitable purpose.3 Thus,
trusts which were noncharitable – yet lacked ascertainable beneficiaries
– were permitted. The most well-known of these types of trusts are
trusts for pets under section 408. But under section 409, one might also
create a trust to preserve a private garden, a small business enterprise,
or some inanimate chattel.4 Or one might create a trust to pursue a noncharitable goal such as supporting print media.5 An “enforcer” could be
designated to enforce the trust.6
From time to time, trusts require maintenance or even overhauls.
Some tweaking is available with decanting, in cases of mistakes, or to
achieve tax objectives.7 Alternatively, the trust itself might map ways in
which revisions can be made (with a trust protector, for example). Setting these scenarios aside, generally speaking, changes to irrevocable
trusts can follow one of two paths: cy pres-related revisions for charitable trusts and reformation-type revisions for other trusts.8 With charita* Professor, University of South Dakota School of Law.
1 UNIF. TRUST CODE § 408(a) (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2010).
2 Id. § 409(1).
3 Id. Thus, three subsets of noncharitable purpose trusts are outlined in the Uniform Trust Code: (1) pet trusts under section 408, (2) noncharitable purpose trusts
(“other than [for] the care of an animal”) without an ascertainable beneficiary, and (3)
trusts “for a noncharitable but otherwise valid purpose to be selected by the trustee.” Id.
§§ 408(a), 409(1), 409 cmt.
4 See Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Megarry, Fustum Funnidos Tantaraboo, 9 GREEN BAG
2d 253, 255 (2006) (noting George Bernard Shaw’s attempted alphabet trusts).
5 Alexander A. Bove, Jr., The Purpose Trust Has a New Purpose, 33 PROB. &
PROP., July/Aug. 2019, at 40, 41.
6 UNIF. TRUST CODE §§ 408(b), 409(2); UNIF. DIRECTED TRUST ACT § 6 cmt.
(UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2017).
7 See UNIF. TRUST CODE § 415 (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2010) (trust reformation when
the trust terms are mistaken and the settlor’s intent can be “proved by clear and convincing evidence”); Id. § 416 (trust modification to achieve a settlor’s tax objectives).
8 A third path for purpose trusts was traced to account for a settlor’s having overfunded the trust (Leona Helmsley’s excessive generosity with her poodle, for example.)
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ble trusts, revisions might be allowed when “a particular charitable
purpose becomes unlawful, impracticable, impossible to achieve, or
wasteful.”9 The UTC recognized that some trusts, such as CRTs, will be
only partially charitable, and “subject to two sets of provisions, one applicable to the charitable interests, the other the noncharitable.”10
Purpose trusts, too, might be “hybrids” with both purposes and
beneficiaries.11
Trust reformation can be undertaken when compelled by the beneficiaries or by means of equitable deviation. To justify equitable deviation, unanticipated circumstance must be identified.12 Alternatively,
beneficiary-compelled modifications are permitted “upon consent of the
settlor and all the beneficiaries” or without the settlor’s consent so long
as a material purpose of the trust is not violated.13 If a beneficiary objects, reformation can still be approved if the objecting beneficiary’s interests are accounted for.14
The UTC shuttled noncharitable purpose trusts into the category of
ascertainable-beneficiary trusts when it came time for updating of a
trust’s terms. It did so neatly by treating the “enforcer” of the purpose
trust as a qualified beneficiary.15 By substituting the beneficiary of a
typical trust with the enforcer of a purpose trust, revisions would be
permissible with the consent of the enforcer so long as the revision did
not violate a material purpose of the trust.
Treating purpose trusts more like ascertainable-beneficiaries trusts
than charitable trusts made sense. The attorney general, whose effectiveness with charitable trust enforcement has been questioned anyway,
could not be inserted into trusts which lack a public benefit.16 Still, simSee id. §§ 408(c), 409(3). Under-funding or uneconomical purpose trusts could be addressed with section 414. See also id. § 414.
9 Id. § 413(a).
10 Id. § 103 cmt.
11 E.g., S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 55-1-22 (2019).
12 UNIF. TRUST CODE § 412(a); see also id. § 412(b).
13 Id. § 411(a); See id. § 411(b) (allowing modifications with the consent of all the
beneficiaries (but not the settlor) where “continuance of the trust is not necessary to
achieve any material purpose” and the “modification is not inconsistent with a material
purpose”).
14 Id. § 411(e).
15 See id. § 110(c) (“A person appointed to enforce a trust created for the care of an
animal or another noncharitable purpose . . . has the rights of a qualified beneficiary
. . . .”). This section “grants the rights of qualified beneficiaries to a person appointed by
the terms of the trust or by the court to enforce a trust created for an animal or other
noncharitable purpose.” Id. § 103 cmt.
16 E.g., Garry W. Jenkins, Incorporation Choice, Uniformity, and the Reform of
Nonprofit State Law, 41 GA. L. REV. 1113, 1128 (2007) (noting that “state attorneys general have long been criticized for their permissive oversight” of nonprofits and charitable
trusts).
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ply treating purpose trusts as ordinary trusts fell short of achieving real
utility. Two problems remain unresolved. First, hybrid purpose trusts
were not accounted for. Second, an analogue to cy pres — but without
attorney general involvement — was not outlined.
It would seem to be a natural inclination for settlors to create hybrid purpose trusts. A parent might desire to create a trust for her children and also desire proper care of the family dog. If a trust directs
distributions for ascertainable beneficiaries along with the care of a pet,
then a “hybrid” pet trust would have been created. Section 408 does not
prohibit this sort of arrangement, but does not authorize it, either. Indeed, its text could be potentially problematic for hybrid pet trusts. It
indicates: “The trust terminates upon the death of the animal . . . .”17
The settlor of this hypothetical hybrid pet trust probably desires her
trust to continue until the children attain certain ages, not when the dog
dies. This provision is merely a default provision, so easily drafted
around, if the drafter takes pains to do so.18
UTC 408 also states:
Property of a trust authorized by this section may be applied
only to its intended use, except to the extent the court determines that the value of the trust property exceeds the amount
required for the intended use. Except as otherwise provided in
the terms of the trust, property not required for the intended
use must be distributed to the settlor, if then living, otherwise
to the settlor’s successors in interest.19
The first sentence, although not expressly exempted by UTC section 105 as a non-default provision, is placed alongside the second sentence which clearly indicates its default nature. A court might read the
first sentence, therefore, as a mandatory, non-default rule. And because
the property of a pet trust may “be applied only to its intended use”
distributions to ascertainable beneficiaries might be impermissible.20
Hybrid purpose trusts, under this analysis, would be invalid.

17

UNIF. TRUST CODE § 408(a) (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2010).
Id. § 105(b). See also id. art. I general cmt. (emphasizing that the UTC “is primarily a default statute.”). Some provisions within the purpose trust sections of the code,
strangely, seem more default rules than others in that they emphasize their default nature. E.g., id. § 409(3) (providing that “[e]xcept as otherwise provided in the terms of the
trust, property not required for the intended use must be distributed to the settlor . . . .”)
(emphasis added); id. § 408(c) (providing the same with regards to pet trusts).
19 Id. § 408(c).
20 Id.
18
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Section 409 is also troubling. Its 21-year term limit could unravel
purpose trusts too soon.21 And section 409 – perhaps unintentionally –
clearly disallows hybrid purpose trusts.22 It authorizes only trusts “for a
noncharitable purpose without a[n] . . . ascertainable beneficiary.”23 This
provision relates to the creation of a purpose trust, so seemingly represents a mandatory rule; one which cannot be drafted around.24 Interestingly, purpose trusts where the trustee selects the purpose do not suffer
from this defect.25
With regards to purpose trust revisions, both equitable deviation
and beneficiary-compelled trust reformations are plausible. A non-material purpose revision of a purpose trust without the settlor’s approval
would require the consent of the purpose trust’s enforcer and the remainder beneficiaries of the trust.26 Under section 411(e), a court could
approve a modification which did not disturb a material purpose so long
as the non-consenting beneficiary or enforcer’s interests are adequately
protected.27 What constitutes a material purpose has proved elusive,
however.28 And it may prove even more elusive with purpose trusts.
Not uncommonly, however, a purpose trust may require modification because its purpose has become impractical or even wasteful. While
wastefulness might be remedied as an over-funding problem under section 409(c), impractical issues lack a cy pres analogue. Assume, for example, that Michael Jackson had left a trust to preserve the integrity and
artistic respectability of his song, The Way You Make Me Feel. Sadly, a
serial killer adopts the song as a sick kind of trademark (in the way that
21 Id. § 409(1). While the life-of-animal and 21-year trust term limits in sections 408
and 409 would appear to be draft-around provisions under UTC section 105, these provisions typically provide an exception to an otherwise-applicable Rule Against Perpetuities
or similar rule and should therefore be viewed as mandatory. See also id. §§ 105, 408(a).
22 Id. § 409(1). One might read section 409(1) as permitting trusts for a noncharitable purpose notwithstanding any lack of ascertainable beneficiaries, which is probably
what was intended.
23 Id. (emphasis added). Read literally, even an ordinary (non-hybrid) purpose trust
with ascertainable remainder beneficiaries would seem to run afoul of the text of section
409(1). A trust for the benefit of an oak tree, remainder to the settlor’s issue per stirpes
would have ascertainable beneficiaries, for instance.
24 Compare id. (providing that trusts “may be created for a noncharitable purpose
without a definite or definitely ascertainable beneficiary”) (emphasis added), with id.
§ 105(b)(1) (indicating that “the requirements for creating a trust” are mandatory) (emphasis added).
25 Id. § 409(1) (“A trust may be created . . . for a noncharitable but otherwise valid
purpose to be selected by the trustee.”).
26 Id. § 411(b).
27 Id. § 411(e).
28 See Bradley E.S. Fogel, Terminating or Modifying Irrevocable Trusts by Consent
of the Beneficiaries – A Proposal to Respect the Primacy of the Settlor’s Intent, 50 REAL
PROP. TR. & EST. L.J. 337, 358 (2006).
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Charles Manson had appropriated Beatles’ lyrics into his crime scenes)
forever spoiling the song’s associations in the public mind. Or consider a
trust designed to benefit a particular family portrait which is destroyed
in an earthquake. Or a trust oriented towards repealing the designated
hitter rule in the American League after which the rule is actually
repealed.
In a charitable trust context, cy pres might supply an alternative
plan for these sorts of frustrated purposes. Perhaps Michael Jackson’s
trust could be revised to benefit the song Billie Jean instead. Perhaps the
family portrait trust could be revised to instead preserve a family statue.
Perhaps the designated hitter trust could be reoriented towards repealing the infield fly rule. It’s rather difficult to assert that these revisions
are “not inconsistent with a material purpose of the trust” since they
would in effect rewrite the trust’s primary purpose towards new ends.29
Instead, what’s needed, it seems, is a cy pres sort of rule for noncharitable purpose trusts. A rule permitting modifications when a noncharitable purpose becomes unlawful, impractical, impossible, or wasteful
would account for trust revisions that do not otherwise fit within existing
trust reformation procedures. Those procedures treat purpose trusts as
if they were equivalent to trusts for beneficiaries when, in fact, they’re
not.

29

UNIF. TRUST CODE § 411(b) (UNIF LAW COMM’N 2010).

